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A measure for the twist of Gaussian light is expressed in terms of the second-order moments of the Wigner distribution function.
The propagation law for these second-order moments between the input plane and the output plane of a first-order optical system
is used to express the twist in one plane in terms of moments in the other plane. Although in general the twist in one plane is
determined not only by the twist in the other plane, but also by other combinations of the moments, several special cases are
considered for which a direct relationship between the twists can be formulated. In particular it is shown under what conditions
zero twist is preserved in a first-order optical system.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been some interest in the twist of
Gaussian light [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In this paper we will consider
the propagation of this twist in first-order optical systems and
we will use the Wigner distribution function as a mathemati-
cal tool to do so.

In Section 2 we will first represent Gaussian light by means
of its cross-spectral density. From this cross-spectral density,
we will derive the Wigner distribution function in Section 3.
Moreover, we will introduce the moments of the Wigner dis-
tribution function and we will define a measure for the twist,
based on these moments. In Section 4 we introduce a first-
order optical system, and describe its input-output relation-
ship in terms of a ray transformation matrix. The propagation
of the moments of the Wigner distribution function through
first-order optical systems is presented in Section 5, which
section will lead to a general relationship between the twist
in the output plane and the moments in the input plane, and
vice versa. Although the general relationships do not show an
easy interpretation, they will form a basis to consider some
special cases in Section 6.

Before we start, we make some remarks about notation.
We will throughout consider an optical signal in a plane z =
constant; the signal thus depends on the transverse coordi-
nates x and y, only, which coordinates are combined into a
2-dimensional column vector r. The spatial-frequency vari-
able will be denoted by the 2-dimensional column vector q,
whereas the temporal-frequency dependence of the optical
signal will not be taken into account, since it is not relevant
in the context of this paper. While vectors will be denoted by
bold-face, lower-case characters, matrices will throughout be
denoted by bold-face, upper-case characters. Finally, the su-
perscript t will be used to denote transposition of vectors and
matrices.

2 CROSS-SPECTRAL DENSITY OF GAUSSIAN
LIGHT

The cross-spectral density [7, 8, 9] of the most general par-
tially coherent Gaussian light can be written in the form [10]
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where we have chosen a representation that enables us to de-
termine the Wigner distribution function of such light in an
easy way. The exponent shows a quadratic form in which a 4-
dimensional column vector [(r1+ r2)

t, (r1− r2)
t]t arises, to-

gether with a 4× 4 symmetric matrix. This matrix consists of
four real 2× 2 submatrices G1, G2, H, and Ht, where, more-
over, the matrices G1 and G2 (as well as the matrix G2−G1)
are positive definite symmetric. The special form of the ma-
trix is a direct consequence of the fact that the cross-spectral
density is a nonnegative definite Hermitian function [8, 9].

In a more common way, the cross-spectral density of
Gaussian light can be expressed in the form
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Note that the asymmetry of the matrix H is a measure for
the twist [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] of Gaussian light, and that gen-
eral Gaussian light reduces to zero-twist Gaussian Schell-
model light [11, 12], if the matrix H is symmetric, H −



Ht = 0. In that case the light can be considered as spa-
tially stationary light with a Gaussian cross-spectral density
(1/π)

√
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exp{− 1
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3 WIGNER DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF
GAUSSIAN LIGHT

We now introduce the Wigner distribution function [13],
which is defined as the spatial Fourier transform of the cross-
spectral density 0(r+ 1

2r′, r− 1
2r′)with respect to the differ-

ence coordinate r′ [10, 14, 15]:

F(r,q)=
∫ +∞
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0(r + 1
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2r′)exp{−iqtr′}dr ′. (3)

Note that, due to the Hermitian character 0(r1, r2) =
0∗(r2, r1) of the cross-spectral density, the Wigner distribu-
tion function is real, F(r,q)= F∗(r,q).

Whereas the cross-spectral density 0(r1, r2) describes an
optical signal in the space domain, the Wigner distribution
function F(r,q) describes the signal in a so-called phase
space, i.e., a combined space-frequency domain. The Wigner
distribution function thus resembles the ray concept in geo-
metrical optics, where the position and direction of an opti-
cal ray are given simultaneously, too. In a way, F(r,q) is the
amplitude of a ray that passes through the position r and has
a direction (or spatial frequency) q.

Upon substituting from the cross-spectral density (1) into
Eq. (3), it can easily be shown that the Wigner distribution
function of Gaussian light takes the form [10, 16, 17]
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(4)
The 4× 4 real symmetric matrix M of normalized second-

order moments of the Wigner distribution function is defined
by [10, 15, 17]
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It yields not only such quantities as the commonly known ef-
fective spatial width of a light beam, corresponding to the
second-order moments of the spatial variable r, and the ef-
fective directional width of the beam, corresponding to the
second-order moments of the directional variable q, but also
mixed quantities, which follow from the products rqt and qrt.
It can be shown [10] that the symmetric moment matrix M is
positive definite; an easy proof of this property will be pre-
sented in Section 5, following Eq. (16).

In the case of Gaussian light the moment matrix M takes
the form
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Note that the positive definiteness of the matrix M leads to
the positivity of the quadratic form
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for any vectors r and q, which immediately leads to the pos-
itive definiteness of the matrices G1 and G2, as already men-
tioned.

From Eq. (6) we conclude that the matrices G1, G2, and
H follow directly from the moment matrices R, Q, and P; in
particular we have the relationships

P = RH and Pt = Ht R. (8)

As a consequence we can express the twistedness of the
Gaussian light directly in terms of the moment matrices R and
P, and we therefore introduce as a measure X for the twist the
expression

X = PR− RPt = R(H − Ht )R

= 1
4 G−1

1 (H − Ht )G−1
1 = 1

4 (H − H t )det G−1
1 . (9)

4 DESCRIPTION OF A FIRST-ORDER OPTICAL
SYSTEM

In this section we will consider the propagation of Gaussian
light through a first-order optical system [18], described by
the input-output relationship [10, 15]

Fo(r,q)= Fi (Ar+ Bq,Cr+ Dq), (10)

where A, B, C, and D are real 2× 2 matrices. For such a first-
order optical system a single input ray, entering the system
at the position ri with direction qi, yields a single output ray,
leaving the system at the position ro with direction qo. The
input and output positions and directions are related by the
matrix relationship [18][

ri

qi

]
=
[

A B
C D

][
ro

qo

]
. (11)

The latter relation is a well-known geometric-optical matrix
description of a first-order optical system; the 4× 4 ABCD
matrix in this relationship is known as the ray transformation
matrix [19].

The ray transformation matrix is symplectic [10, 15, 18,
19]. To express symplecticity in an easy way, we introduce
the 4× 4 matrix J according to

J = i

[
0 −I
I 0

]
, (12)



where I denotes the 2× 2 identity matrix. The matrix J has
the properties J = J−1 = J† = −Jt, where J† is the adjoint
of J. Symplecticity of the ray transformation matrix can then
be expressed by the relationship

T−1 = JT t J, (13)

where we have used the short-hand notation for the 4× 4 ray
transformation matrix

T =
[

A B
C D

]
. (14)

In terms of the submatrices A, B, C, and D, symplecticity
implies the relations

ABt = BAt, Bt D = Dt B, DCt = CDt, Ct A = AtC,

and ADt − BCt = I = At D−Ct B. (15)

5 PROPAGATION OF THE MOMENTS AND THE
TWIST

The propagation of the moment matrix M through a first-
order optical system with ray transformation matrix T can be
described by the relationship [10, 15, 17, 20, 21]

Mi = TMoT t. (16)

This relationship can readily be derived by combining the
input-output relationship (11) of the first-order optical system
with the definition (5) of the moment matrices Mi and Mo of
the input and the output signal, respectively.

We remark that we can easily prove the positive definite-
ness of the moment matrix M with the help of the input-
output relationship (16). We therefore choose an ABCD ma-
trix as follows:
• the matrix entries a11, a12, b11, and b12 are chosen arbi-

trarily, and are combined into the 4-dimensional column
vector t = [a11,a12,b11,b12]t;
• the matrix entries a21 and b21 are chosen equal to zero;
• the matrix entries a22 and b22 are chosen such that

a12b22 = a22b12;
• C = 0; and
• D = (At )−1.

It can easily be seen that such an ABCD matrix is symplec-
tic and, as a consequence, can be interpreted as the ray trans-
formation matrix of a physically realizable first-order optical
system. We now consider the upper left entry of the matrix
Mi in the left hand side of Eq. (16). This entry, being on the
main diagonal of Mi and thus representing the square of an ef-
fective width, is positive. On the other hand, this entry equals
tt Mot, where the vector t can be chosen arbitrarily. We thus
conclude that the quadratic form tt Mot is positive for any vec-
tor t, with which we have proved that the real symmetric mo-
ment matrix M is positive definite.

In terms of the submatrices A, B, C, D, P, Q, and R,
Eq. (16) takes the form[

Ri Pi
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]
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][
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][
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]
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and hence
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Pt
i = CRo At + CPo Bt + DPt

o At + DQo Bt

Qi = CRoCt +CPo Dt + DPt
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While Xo = Po Ro − Ro Pt
o = 1

4 G−1
1 (H − Ht )G−1

1 =
1
4 (H − Ht )det G−1

1 is a measure of the twist in the output
plane [cf. Eq. (9)], for the twist Xi = Pi Ri− Ri Pt

i in the input
plane we have (see the Appendix)

4 Xi = (A + BHt )G−1
1 (H − Ht )G−1

1 (A + BHt )t

−(A + BHt )G−1
1 G2Bt + BG2G−1

1 (A+ BH t )t. (19)

The above equation expresses the input twist Xi in terms of
the output-plane matrices G1, G2, and H. We could as well
express the output twist Xo in terms of input-plane matrices,
which would lead to the equation

4 Xo = (D − HB)tG−1
1 (H − H t )G−1

1 (D − HB)

+(D − HB)t G−1
1 G2 B− Bt G2G−1

1 (D − HB), (20)

where G1, G2, and H now represent input-plane matrices.

6 SPECIAL CASES

The relationships (19) and (20) show that in general the twist
in one plane is determined not only by the twist in the other
plane, i.e., by the combination G−1

1 (H − Ht )G−1
1 , but by

other combinations of the matrices G1, G2, and H, as well.
However, there are some special cases in which a more di-
rect relationshipbetween the twists in the input and the output
plane can be formulated.

6.1 The case B = 0

For the special first-order optical system for which B = 0
[and also, due to the condition of symplecticity, At D = I and
Ct A = AtC, see Eq. (15)], we have a simple relationship be-
tween the twists Xi and Xo, reading

Xi = AXo At = Xo det A (21)

or, equivalently,

Xo = Dt Xi D = Xi det D, (22)

which relations follow immediately from the general expres-
sions (19) and (20), respectively. Note that the case B = 0 ap-
plies when we consider propagation between two conjugate
planes [22].



6.2 The case det B 6= 0

If B 6= 0, simple relationships of the form (21) and (22) no
longer exist. However, there exists a certain signal for which,
again, a special relationship can be formulated.

In the special case that the output signal (with matrix Ho)
is adapted to the system according to

A+ BHt
o = 0, (23)

Eq. (19) immediately shows that the input twist is zero, Xi =
0. We remark that, due to the symplecticity condition ABt =
BAt, the adaptation condition (23) implies B(Ho−H t

o)B
t =

0 and hence Xo det B= 0; note that Xo = 0 if det B 6= 0. Sim-
ilar results follow from Eq. (20) and the symplecticity condi-
tion Bt D = Dt B, for the case that the input signal (with ma-
trix Hi) is adapted to the system according to

D− Hi B = 0, (24)

in which case we have Xo = 0 and Xi det B = 0.
Let us assume that the output signal is adapted. If we sub-

stitute from Eq. (23) and from the relation Po = Ro Ho [cf.
Eq. (8)] into Eqs. (18), we get

Ri = BQo Bt − ARo At

Pi = BQo Dt + ARo Ho Dt.

(25)

Using Eq. (23) and the symplecticity condition Dt B = Bt D
again, we are immediately led to the relationship

Pi B = Ri D. (26)

With Pi = Ri Hi [cf. Eq. (8)], Eq. (26) takes the form Ri(D−
Hi B) = 0, and we conclude that the input signal is adapted
as well, see Eq. (24).

We are thus led to the important conclusion that for every
first-order optical system (with the mild condition det B 6= 0)
there exists a signal which is adapted in both the input and
the output plane and has zero twist in these planes. In general,
however, a zero-twist signal in one plane does not correspond
to a zero-twist signal in the other plane.

6.3 The case G1 = σ2G2

In the special case that G1 = σG and G= σG2 (with 0< σ ≤
1), the general relationships (19) and (20) reduce to

Xi = (A + BHt
o)Xo(A+ BHt

o )
t + BGo XoGo Bt (27)

and

Xo = (D − Hi B)t Xi(D − Hi B)+ BtGi XiGi B, (28)

respectively. From the latter relations we conclude that if a
signal for which G1 is proportional to G2, has zero twist in
the input plane, it will also have zero twist in the output plane,
and vice versa.

This conclusion is in accordance with the fact that a signal
for which G1 = σG = σ2G2 and H = H t, leads to a moment
matrix M that is proportional to a symplectic matrix with
proportionality factor σ, and that symplecticity is preserved

when such a moment matrix propagates through a (symplec-
tic) first-order optical ABCD system [10, 17]. Moreover, it
has been shown [10, 17] that the proportionality factor σ is a
measure of the coherence of the signal, and that the propaga-
tion of such a signal is governed by the bilinear relationship

Hi± iGi = [C+D(Ho± iGo)][A+ B(Ho± iGo)]−1 (29)

and by the fact that the factor σ remains constant. In the con-
text of this paper it is important to conclude that the (zero)
twist of symplectic signals is invariant under propagation
through any first-order optical system.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have introduced a measure for the twist of
Gaussian light, expressed in terms of the second-order mo-
ments of the Wigner distribution function. Using the propa-
gation law for these second-order moments between the input
plane and the output plane of a first-order optical ABCD sys-
tem, we were able to express the twist in one plane in terms of
moments in the other plane. These general expressions [see
Eqs. (19) and (20)] show that the twist in one plane is deter-
mined not only by the twist in the other plane, but also by
other combinations of the moments.

Starting from the general relationships (19) and (20) we
were able to conclude the following.

• For the special first-order optical ABCD system for
which B = 0 – i.e., if we consider propagation of light
between conjugate planes – the twist in one plane is de-
termined by the twist in the other, and not by other com-
binations of the moments, see Eqs. (21) and (22). More-
over, the relationship between the twists is linear, and a
zero-twist signal in one plane thus corresponds to a zero-
twist signal in the other plane.

• For a general first-order optical ABCD system, zero
twist is not preserved. For any first-order optical sys-
tem (with the mild condition det B 6= 0) there does exist,
however, a zero-twist signal that is adapted to the system
in the sense that it corresponds to a zero-twist signal in
the other plane. The adaptation only affects the matrix
H; the matrices G1 and G2 are not affected, see Eqs. (23)
and (24).

• Zero twist is preserved if we put some additional re-
quirements to the matrices G1 and G2; in particular we
require that the moment matrix is symplectic. In that
case zero twist is preserved (as is symplecticity of the
moment matrix, in general) in any first-order optical sys-
tem.

Although symplecticity might seem rather special, we
should realize that symplectic signals form a large sub-
class of Gaussian light [10]. Symplecticity applies, for
instance, in (i) the completely coherent case, (ii) the
(partially coherent) one-dimensional case, and (iii) the
(partially coherent) rotationally symmetric case.



APPENDIX. DERIVATION OF EQ. (19)

We substitute from Eq. (18) into Xi = Pi Ri − Ri Pt
i [cf.

Eq. (9)] and get

Xi = ARo(Ct A− AtC)Ro At

+ ARo(C
t A− AtC)Po Bt

+ ARo(Ct B− At D)Pt
o At

+ ARo(Ct B− At D)Qo Bt

+ APo(Dt A− BtC)Ro At

+ APo(Dt A− BtC)Po Bt

+ APo(Dt B− Bt D)Pt
o At

+ APo(Dt B− Bt D)Qo Bt

+ BPt
o(C

t A− AtC)Ro At

+ BPt
o(C

t A− AtC)Po Bt

+ BPt
o(C

t B− At D)Pt
o At

+ BPt
o(C

t B− At D)Qo Bt

+ BQo(D
t A− BtC)Ro At

+ BQo(D
t A− BtC)Po Bt

+ BQo(D
t B− Bt D)Pt

o At

+ BQo(D
t B− Bt D)Qo Bt .

After substituting from the symplecticity conditions (15), the
latter expression reduces to

Xi = (A Po Ro At − ARo Pt
o At )

+ (A Po Po Bt − BPt
o Pt

o At )

+ (BQo Ro At − ARo Qo Bt )

+ (BQo Po Bt − BPt
o Qo Bt ).

We now substitute from the relations Ro = 1
2 G−1

1 , Qo =
1
2 (G2 + H tG−1

1 H), and Po = 1
2 G−1

1 H [see Eq. (6)], after
which the latter expression takes the form

4 Xi = AG−1
1 (H − Ht )G−1

1 At

+ (AG−1
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1 HBt − BH tG−1
1 HtG−1

1 At )

+ (BG2G−1
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1 H tG−1
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+ (BG2G−1
1 HBt − BHtG−1

1 Bt )

+ BH tG−1
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We finally combine terms to get Eq. (19)

4 Xi = (A+ BH t )G−1
1 (H − H t )G−1

1 (A+ BHt )t

− (A+ BH t )G−1
1 G2 Bt + BG2G−1

1 (A + BHt )t .
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